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Ever wonder why your bank recommends you clear your browser cache after
you've done your online banking? What
your bank knows is that your web browser
stores copies of the images and text that
you see in the “cache” folder on your hard
disk. Anyone with access to your computer
can look through these files and see what
information you have accessed on the web
(in this case, your financial information).
What your bank may not be aware of is
that clearing your cache may not be enough.
As you may recall from my demonstrations of Prosoft Engineering
Data Rescue and other image and file recovery programs from Stellar
and others, an insidious amount of information remains hidden on
your hard drive - invisible to you but available to anyone with the right
motivation - in spite of your efforts to erase your sensitive data and
the personal information you reveal on the internet.
Clearing your cache, or throwing these files in
the trash, or deleting them will not remove the
file contents from the hard disk; it just removes
the file name from the directory, leaving the data
intact and recoverable. To erase Internet tracks,
you need an Internet track eraser, like NetShred
X to erase cache so it can't be recovered. And it
gets worse. There's many more Internet tracks
your browser and email program leave behind, including browser history, email trash, download cache, mail cache, junk mail, favicons,
cookies, plug-in cache, and HTML5 Local Storage and Databases.
These files not only potentially compromise your privacy, they also
take up disk space.
NetShred X is the easy-to-use Internet track eraser that securely
erases cached files your browser and email programs leave behind. It
erases browser cache, browser history, email trash, download cache,
QuickTime cache, mail cache, junk mail, top sites, cookies, favicons,
plug-in cache and html5 cache for almost every browser and email
program on every Mac. NetShred X is the Internet privacy software
that is easy, fast and cleaner. NetShred is the easiest way to erase internet tracks and email on your Mac. NetShred X is the internet privacy app for OS X that’s easy, fast and cleaner.
NetShred is easy because it runs automatically. No privacy app is
going to work if you don’t use it, so NetShred X was designed to be
easy to use – just quit from your browser or email program and NetShred X will erase your internet tracks automatically.

NetShred is fast because you don’t have to wait for it. Just run
NetShred and it will erase your existing cache. And unlike using your
browser to wipe your cache or erase your history, you can use the internet right away, without having to wait for NetShred to finish.
NetShred is cleaner because it will erase – not just delete browsing data – browser cache, history, download cache, QuickTime cache,
favicons, top sites, java cache, flash cache, html5 cache, email
cache, email, junk and spam so the browsing data can’t be recovered.
NetShred X works with the following web browsers:
 Camino 0.7 - 2
 Chrome 4-19
 Firefox 0.8 - 17
 Flock 2.5 - 3
 iCab 2 - 4
 Internet Explorer 5
 Mozilla 1
 Netscape 7
 OmniWeb 4 - 5
 Opera 5 - 11
 Safari 1-5
 SeaMonkey 1 - 2
 Shiira 1 - 2
NetShred X costs about $25 and can be purchased directly as a
download from Mireth www.mireth.com. When you download it you
will get several versions of the program for different versions of Mac
OSX and all of the information you need to install and configure the
program. The documentation is excellent. After that, NetShred works
invisibly in the background wiping out your hidden data.
Mireth is so confident that their software will work as
advertised that they guarantee it. If the you are not 100%
satisfied that the program acts exactly as claimed Mireth
offers a full refund. All Mireth products come with a free
“try-before-you-buy” demo mode so you can try NetShred
out before you buy it. Mireth is a Canadian company, located in Richmond, BC.
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